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What Is Amazon's
Brand Registry?

It is a program that gives brand owners more control
over their products and trademarks on Amazon

It legitimizes your brand and also gives you special
advantages over non-registered brands. It is the
easiest and most practical way to protect your
intellectual property on the platform



Opportunities
For Brands
Business owners' challenges:

Chinese suppliers sell similar
products at lower costs
Copy of their listings
Get squeezed out as the
“middle man” between
suppliers and customers

The best way for sellers to defend
themselves is to register their

brand trademark with Amazon’s
Brand Registry



In the process of signing up to Amazon's Brand Registry,
you will have to provide Amazon with information about
your brand and products. This information is used to
automatically remove content that they think it's
inaccurate infringes on your intellectual property

Also, brands can access search tools that allow them to find
and report suspected violations as well. Then, they can
monitor ongoing cases in their dashboard

Benefits
Better Brand Protection



Benefits
Tools To Stop The Sale of Counterfeit Products

Amazon is constantly improving the ways brands detect and block counterfeit products

Proactive
Over 6 million bad actor
accounts stopped before
publishing a single listing

for sale

Effective
On average, enrolled brands

report a 99% reduction in
suspected infringements since

Brand Registry launched

Dedicated
A global team of investigators
is available 24 hours a day, 7
days a week to respond to

potential infringements

Transparency and Project Zero



Once your account is verified, you’ll gain access to useful tools like:



Benefits
Access to Sponsored Brand Ads
This is a type of ad special for brands. You can generate more eye-catching
campaigns to attract new customers to your page. They usually feature a
logo that links to your Amazon storefront, a custom headline, and a
selection of products from your range

Tools to monitor your brand
You will have access to Brand Analytics, which is a very powerful tool
because it provides insights into how Amazon shoppers are searching for
your brand, as well as their demographics and behavior. You’ll also find
item comparison reports and alternate purchase reports so you can see
how competitors are performing



Application
You’ll need to own a registered trademark, to do this follow the next steps:

Unique brand (Name-Logo)
Check on the USPTO website by doing a thorough search using their
official database. You can also hire an intellectual property (IP) search
specialist to perform this search for you, but this will be more expensive

Trademark class
It will define what type of items will be under your trademarked brand.
The cost for the trademark will depend on its class

Licensed trademark attorney
Hire a licensed trademark attorney to file your trademark application



After you have your trademark approved, follow the next steps:

Go to the Brand Registry Website, scroll down, and click "Enroll
Now".  You’ll then be asked to choose a country and to sign in to
your Seller Central or Vendor Central account

You’ll be asked about your brand name, whether it features on
your products, and information about your trademark

https://brandservices.amazon.com/brandregistry/eligibility


After you have your trademark approved, follow the next steps:

Make sure your images follow Amazon's requirements before uploading. It is extremely
important that the image you upload for your trademark matches your trademark
image on the USPTO website exactly! Amazon won't accept it if you have small
differences like different words or icons

This is related to your products codes, certifications, and
manufacturer

Amazon reviews your information & application for approval



Amazon offers a service called the IP Accelerator, which
connects Amazon business owners to curated Intellectual

Property (IP) attorneys who will help you with the trademark
process

 
By choosing an IP specialist handpicked by Amazon, Amazon
will approve your product for the Brand Registry before your

trademark application is accepted
 

Approval takes up to two weeks



We hope this free guide was useful for your business and taught
you the importance of applying to Amazon's Brand Registry


